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technical details: there are a number of important files that need to be copied to your fsx installation folder and
the folder in which they reside. these files include; the aircraft exterior textures, a brand new model of the de

havilland mosquito fb mk.vi t.e.b.o. aircraft, a single image of the wing camera that is included on the aircraft, a
brand new sound track, and a brand new version of the in-flight scenery that offers a level of quality that we've

never seen on a flight simulator add-on. flight models: the main feature of the supression flight 3d contrails pc is
the flight model of the aircraft, which consists of two different flight models: the take-off and the landing. in

addition, there are plenty of flight models of the external cameras, of the sound, of the music, and of the cockpit
lights and instruments. although we are developing new addons all the time, we try to provide our users with the
best possible experience they can get within the limitations of the current simulators. since the years 2016 and
2017, a lot of improvements and new content has been added to our products. we have added a lot of mission
types for the air and ground attack and the bombers missions, we have improved the graphics with the new
textures and mission graphics, we have added new engines, we have done a lot of work on the hud, we have

added new sounds, we have added a lot of new models for the air and ground attack and the bombers missions,
we have added new effects, we have added new control schemes (like a canard to make the aircraft more stable),
we have added a lot of new vehicles, we have updated the flight dynamics, we have improved the ui and the logic,
we have added a lot of new gameplay enhancements, we have added a lot of new civilian and military airports, we

have improved our anti-spoofing logic, we have added new a very good, old friend, we have done a lot of bug
fixing, we have added a lot of new control schemes and a lot of new features. and of course, we have improved

the missions' logic.
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the p-47d with 4k textures from martin
catney were specially added for the us

career mode. this is the only aircraft in the
usa careers, not taking into account the 2k
textures. there are also small fixes, such as
incorrect base stance in the career mode
and textures for the fortress b-18. finally,

this update includes msc multi-barrel
support for canopy height, additional

canopy webbing stitching, and more visible
warning signs for the airspeed indicator.

there are two things that should be noted
before the download: the first is a big

improvement for multiplayer. since we just
deployed the smaller update 3.009, we are
already working on the big one 3.010, but
most of the problems seen in the smaller

update should be addressed. the second is
the new minor update 3.0101, which fixes
ai cockpits, ai in multiplayer, ai training,
and many other bugs. ai cockpits are a
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very important part of flight simulators, so
it is very important that they are fully
functional. thankfully, the team who is

working on them has a way better
understanding of ai, and with this new

update, it should be less of a problem. a
large, but not a huge update. it consists of
many improvements to the flight simulator
x experience, including all new yak-9 and
yak-9t aircraft, new minor update 3.0101
and many other fixes and enhancements.
despite the fact that the last release was
just a few days ago, we managed to add
more than 80 different items, so there is
something for everyone. among all the

improvements there are also some really
small bugfixes for critical bugs, including
the airspeed indicator since we will soon

release a new update. 5ec8ef588b
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